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Throughout this paper n is a positive integer, F a (commutative) field of 
characteristic p 2 0 and D a locally finite dimensional division F-algebra. 
We study the soluble subgroups of GL(n, D). Recall that a (locally) soluble linear 
group modulo its unipotent radical has an abelian normal subgroup of finite index 
bounded in terms of the degree only (Mal’cev’s Theorem) and in particular is soluble 
with bounded derived length. Our first result is an approximation to this for 
subgroups of GL(n, D). If G is any group, rhen 
A(G)=(geG:(G:CG(g))<=} 
and Gqy) for an ordinal y is the yth term of the derived series of G. When relevant, 
u(G) denotes the unipotent radical of G. 
Theorem 1. Let G be a locally soluble subgroup of GLl,n, D) where n and D are as 
above. Then G/u(G) has an abelian normal subgroup A/u(G) such that G/A is 
locally finite and A/u(G) s A(G/u(G)). Further G@‘+ 2, 5 u(G) and Gfy) = ( 1) for 
y = u + (2 - (-log2 n]). 
The efficiency of this value of y we discuss below. Note that if does yield 
G(‘D+n) =(1) for n > 3, which is more convenient o write. Zalesskii has proved (see 
19, Theorem 1, Corollary 1 and Theorem 3)) that if the group G of Theorem 1 is 
also periodic, then G/u(G) has a metabelian (even abelian in positive characteristic) 
subgroup of finite index bounded by a function of n only, and in particular G is 
soluble with bounded derived length. The following is a further result of this kind. 
heorem 2. Let G be a locally nilpotent subgroup of GL(n, D) where n and D are 
as above. Then G/u(G) contains a me?abelian (subno;mai) subgroup of finite index 
dividing (2n - 2)!. 
In particular the group G of Theorem 2 is soluble. This fact can also ie derived 
using the techniques of 91 or 171 and these lead to a better bound for the derived 
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length; we leave it for the reader to check that if G is as in Theorem 2, then G is 
soluble with derived lenI: h at most 
3+ [log,n] if p=O, 
1+ [log,n] if p=2 and n is a power of 2 with n> 1, 
2 + [log, n] otherwise. 
For comparison note that a locally nilpotent linear group of degree N and 
char,acteristic yr0 has derived length at most 
b& nl if p= 2 and n is a power of 2 with n> 1, 
1 + [log,r n] otherwise. 
and these bounds are attained for all n and p. 
I have no reason to believe the bound in theorem 2 is of the right order. Note that 
in thlis theorem the group G/u(G) need not be nilpotent by finite, counteresamples 
being indicated in [9] and [8]. Theorem 2 does not generalize to locally soluble 
g;roups. 
Theorem 3. For p zero or a prime there exists F and D as above such ihat D* con- 
tains a localrj solubie, xwsion-free subgroup that is not radical (in the sense o.f 
Hotkira, see 15, p. 7811, a radical torsion-free subgroup that is not hyperabel~an and 
a h-vperabeliun torsiom-flree subgroup that is not soluble. 
Note that radical and het:ce hyperabelian subgroups of GL(n, D) a,re always 
locally soluble 17, 2.6). An easy corollary of Theorem 3, see 3.8 below, is that for 
all 17 and p there exists a group G as in Theorem 1 with derived length exactly 
CL) + 1 - [ - log2 n]. These examples and Theorem 1 leave a slight gap. Some further 
questions remain. Can the bound in theorem 2 be substantially reduced? We suggest 
a candidate after the prmf of 2.2 below. If G is a radical subgroup of GL(tr, D) is 
there a bound (transfini::e) on the radical length of G! 
1. Locally soluble groups - The proof of Theorem 1 
Proof. Let R = F[A], tht: Psubalgebra of the matrix ring D,, generated by A, and 
denote the nilradical of R by n. Now D,, can contain at most II pairwise orthogonal 
idernpotents. Let el, . . . ,P, whert7 r 5 n be a maximal set of pairwise orthogonal 
idernpotcnts of R. Clearly 1 = 5 e,. 
Supose Xr 1’ are fin :ely generated subgroups of A such that e,, . . . ,q 
Rx = F(X). Let vix be the nilradical of Rx and define Ry and ny analogously. We 
claim for i= 1,2,....r that 
(a) a,Rx nx and e,R# in y are fields, and 
(b) eiRxnejny =einxm 
.ttinx. Thea N” is a nilideal of eiR and 
field. In particular Ni = ein and conse- 
of r fields Li say. Let aE R and g E G. 
Then a is the root of wme p~l~ornia~ j&x) over I;: the element g normalizes R and 
f(aff) = 0. But each ti ~~~t~~s at most de f roots off, so module n there are only 
finitely man ssibilities r a”. Also /3 fI( 1 + n) = u(A) by [7, 2.31 and this is 
mensional over F since X is 
y the maximal choice of r the 
only idempotent of a, Rs is a,, so e8Ra~8e,n~y is a field (e.g. by 54.5 of [I]). This 
proves (a). Since einSY is the nilradieal of e, Rx and ejn y is nil, we have e, Rx n ei n y c 
elns. But (a,nx+e~ny)/e~ny is a set of nil elements in the field (by a) e;Ry/einy. 
Consequently e,nx s etny and (b) follows. 
1.2. Let G be a locally soluble subgroup of GL(n, D) and suppose thrt u(G) = ( 1). 
By (7, 2.6) there is an abelian normal subgroup A of G with G/A locally finite. Let 
C= Cc;(A) and denote the finite residual of G by R. Then 
(a) G(‘“l I R I C. 
(b) R is nilpotent of class at most 2 and G’” “I= ( 1). 
(c) If G has no non-triv;bl periodic normal subgroup, e.g. if G is torsion free, 
then C is abelian and G@““=(l). 
Proof. (a) By 1.1, we have A Id(G). Hence RI C and S(% R since any finite 
image of G is soluble. 
(b) Since R centralizes A and G/A is locally finite, R’ is locally finite by Schur’s 
Theorem. Certainly R” satisfies Min-q for every prime q+p. It’ p>O then 
O,(R’) = ( 1) as u(G) = ( 1) and R’ is abelian-by-finite by [9, Theorem I], so R’ also 
satisfies Min-p. Now R is soluble [9, Theorems 1 and 3). Let Q be any Sylow 
subgroup of a factor in the derived series of R’. Then A centralizes Q and 
GJYY,,(Q) is locally finite. Also Q in cernikov by [3, 3.131, so G/C&Q) is finite by 
13, I .F.3], Consequently R centralizes tke factors of the derived series of R’ and so 
R is nilpotent. But then G/CP,,(Q) is finite for any Sylow subgroup Q of R’ by the 
same argument, so R centralizes R’ and R is nilpotent of class 2. Hence by (a) we 
have G@P + 2) = ( 1). 
(c) Now Schur’s Theorem also yields that C’ is locally finite, so here C’= ( I>. 
That is C is abelian and (a) implies that C;“” + ‘) = 1. 
1.3. Proof of Themem 1. By 3.1 of [7] the group c =G/u(G) is isomorphic to 
ce by 1.2 there exists an abelian normal subgroup A 
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of t? with &‘A locally f ,nite, A S&C) and G (w + ‘) = ( 1). Since u(G) is nilpotent of 
class n - 1 it is soluble of derived length at most -[-log, n]. The theorem follows. 
2. Locally nilpotent groups - The proof of Theorem 2 
2.1. IJf G is a local& nilpotent subgroup of D*, then G is metabelian. 
Proof,, G is the central product of primary groups, one for each prime q [9, Pro- 
position 71, where a group is q-primary if it is locally nilpotent and a q-group 
module its centre. Hence we may assume that G is q-primary for some prime q. 
Then G’ is a q-group, 3nd if G’ is locally cyclic clearly G is metabelian. If G’ is not 
locally cyclic, then 4 -7 2 and G’ is locally generalized quaternion. Then G’= A(x) 
where A is locally cyclic and x inverts A by conjugation. If 1 Al >4, then A is 
characteristic in G’ and so normal in G. But Aut A is abelian, so then G’ centralizes 
A, which is false. If 1 Ai = 4, then Aut G’ is dihedral of order 6. However G is a 
2-group modulo its cent re. so G = Cc(G’)(x). Hence G’s C&G’), which again is 
false. The result follow:;. 
2.2. For some prime q + p let G be a q-primary, locally nilpotent subgroup of’ 
(;I.@, D). Then G hm a metabeiian subgroup of finire index a power of q dividing 
(2~ -- 2)!. 
Proof. Again D,, contallns at most n pairwise orthogonal idempotents. Let Al be 
an !’ maximal abelian nlormal q-subgroup of G and let El = { 4:; : 1 5 jl rl ) be a 
rn:~simal set of pairCe orthogonal idempotenrs of F[A J. If X is any finite 
subgroup of .il I such that F[X] contains El, then F[X] is semi-simple and the 
maximal choice of rl erasures that each eljF[X] is a field. Thus each eyF[A I 1 is a 
field, F[A,] = @eljFIAl ] and E, is the set of ail primitive idempotents of F[P,,]. In 
particular G normalizes E, . 
Let N, = C,(E, ). Note that (G : IV,) divides rp ! . Pick A2 a maximal abelian 
normal q-subgroup of .V, containing Al and let Ez= {e3: 1 sjlr,} b3 tile set of 
primitive idempotents of F[A,], this being finite by the above argument with ‘q2 in 
the place of ~1,. Then & can be partitioned into rl sets, the set of sums of these rl 
sets being El. Let NZ = C,;(E1) and choose a maximal abelian normal q-subgroup 
.-i 7 1 .;I 7 of X . Keep gc ing. We construct in this way integers 
There exists SLIP with r,-=r, + 1. Then A = A,, I is maximal abelian normal 
q-:;ubgroup of N= N,, lrhe group N centralizes E = Es = (ej : 15 j 5 r) say and E is 
thl,- set of primitive ide,inpotents of F[J]. 
Now e,A is a q-subgroup of the field e,F[A] and so is locally cyclic. Any locally 
cyclic q-group has its ilutomortlhisrn group abelian. Thus !V’ centralizes e,A for 
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each j and consequently N’ centralizes A. But N is hypercentral (since G’ is 
Cernikov), A is a maximal abelian normal q-subgroup of N and N’ is a q-group. 
Hence A r C&4), so N’sA and N is metabelian. 
It remains to estimate (G : IV). Clearly (Ni : Ni+ 1) divides ri+ I! SO (G : N) divides 
(n!)“. We can do better than this. Since for example N, centralizes El it will per- 
mute the summands of each eU in E2 amongst themselves. Thus there exis.i postive 
integers al, a2, . . . , ok with 
(G: IV) dividing aI! a2! l ** ak!, 
and a?, . . . , a&. 
If a, > 1, then ksn - 1 and a,! az! l . . ak! divides (C ci)!, which divides (n + k - l)!, 
which divides (2n-2)!. If aI = 1, then km and a,! a2! l ‘*ak! divides a2! ***aA.!, 
whit I divides (a2 + l .a + ak)!) which divides (n + k - 2)!, which divides (2n - 2)! 
Final’y the centre 2 of G lies in each Nj and G/Z is a q-group. Thus (G: N) is a 
power of q. 
Question Can (2n - 2)! in 2.2 be replaced by qk for k = [(n - l)/(q - I)]? 
2.3. Let G be a !ocaliy nilpotent subgroup of GL(n, D) with u(G) = (1). Set 
7t = (primes q:q+p,q9+ Then G has a metabeiian subgroup of index u 
n-number dividing (2n - 2)! . 
Proof. G is a central produr:t of groups G, where q is prir,le and G, is q-primary. 
If p> 0, then G, is abelian 19, Lemma 61. If q> n 2 2 ;lnd q #p, then Gi is a 
q-group isomorphic to a linear group of degree n. As such it is abelian [6, 9.1 iv], 
so G, is metabelian. Thus for n >, 2 the result now follows from 2.2. I-or n = 1 the 
result is 2.1. 
Theorem 2 is an immediate consequence of the following. 
2.4. Theorem. Let G be a loca!/y nilpotent subgroup of GL(n, D). Then G has 
subgroups u(G) I A 5 HI G such that 
(a) A is normal in G, A/u(G) is abeiian and A/u(G) I d(Giu(G)). 
(b) H is subnormal in G and H/A is a periodic abelian PI-group. 
(c) (G : H) is a finite n-number dividing (2n - 2)! where n is as in 2.3. 
Proof. By [7, 3.11 we may assume that u(G) =( 1). By 2.3 there exists a metabelian 
subgroup M of G with index a n-number dividing (2n-2)! By 17, 2.71 if 2 is the 
centre of 6, then G/Z is a locally firlite p’-group. Set A = M’Z and H = MZ. Then 
A (A(G) by 1.1. As (G : H) is finite and G is locally nilpotent necessarily H is sub- 
normal in G. 
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3. The examples - The proof of Theorem 3 
3.1. Let p be zero or 11 prime and G a group with an abelian subgroup A such that 
(a) G is torsion-free, 
(b) G/A is locally ji’nite, 
(c) A 5 A(G), and 
(d) if p > 0, then G is locally (poiy-Z by finite-p). 
7Yhen there exists a divl sion ring D of characteristic p, locally finite dimensional over 
its centre, such that C; is isomorphic to a subgroup of LP. 
Since G. cliff has now settled affirmatively the zero divisor pj,oblem for 
polycyclic-by-finite groups condition (d) is redundant. 
P’roof- Let Q be a prime field cf characteristic p and consider the group ring QG. 
L.et X be any finitely g:nerated subgroup of G. Then QX is a domain [4, 13.4.1 and 
13.4123. Further QX is Noetherian, so by Goldie’s Theorem [4, 10.4.10 and 4.4. l] 
QX is an Ore domain Therefore QG is an Ore domain; let D be its classical ring 
of quotients. Necessarily D is a division ring and G is a subgroup of D*. 
Let S be the subfielc. of D generated by A. Then G normalises S. Since A <A(G) 
MT have that A and helnce S is algebraic over F= C,(G). Clearly F is a central sub- 
field of D. Again let X be a finitely generated subgroup of G. Then A f7X is finitely 
generated (by 6) and a:lgebraic over F. Thus F(A nX) is a finite field extension of 
I;‘. Also X normalizes F(A flX), so F(A n X)[X] 2 D has finite dimension (left or 
right) at most (X : A 17 X) over F(A nX). Consequently dim,- F[X] is finite and the 
rtssult fOllOW. 
WC with now to COT struct groups G satisfying the hypotheses if 3.1. By a result 
of G. Higman if H is ,lny group there exists an exact sequence A>-)G++H with A 
abelian and G torsion-free (take any free presentation R>-,E++H of N and set 
*-1, =R//R’ and G = E/K’). In general it will not be possible to choose such -4 and G 
satisfying ,c3 <J(G). Fl>r a start it is easy to see that if H is locally finit: (cf. condi- 
t im (b) of 3. I), then C&l.) would have to be abelian and H/Ccr(, 4) residually 
finite. 
Then there exists an exuct sequtwce A )-, G - H of groups rvrth A abelian, G local@ 
pc(v-..- (and hence tomion-flee) and residually soluble and A s A(G). 
Proof. Suppose WC h tve a finite group K = J [ L with k abelian and an exact 
\c.‘q 11CIlc’t’ ‘4J ‘-+ G, -J with A., abelim and G,, goly-8. Choose a free abelian 
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presentation B* E -HL of L of finite rank. By the KaluZnin-Krasner Theorem we 
can regard K as a subgroup of L{J= LfJ) ] J where L V) denotes the direct product 
of IJI copies of L permuted regularly by J. Now 
BtJ’ x AJ WE(~) ] GJ -+*LtJ) ] .J 
with the obvious maps. Let GK denote the inverse image of DYE L(‘)] J in EfJ)] GJ 
and set AK = BfJ) x AJ. Then AK >i GK *K is exact and AK is abelian. Also E and 
GJ are poly-E, so EtJ)] GJ and its subgroup GK are too. 
The embedding of K into L{ J given by the proof of the Kaluinin-Krasner 
Theorem depends upon the choice of a transversal of L to K. Of course we choose 
J as our transversal. Then the embeddings 
J&K, Kw?’ ] J and J6LfJ) ] J 
are consistant and L is mapped into L? Hence the map 
EtJ’ -J GJ- LtJ’ ] J 
maps G, onto JsK, so GJsGk’. Also GJnA,= AJ. Since L is embedded into I/? 
the subgroup L SK centralizes AK. Finally Gk’ = (E% GK) ] GJ so G, splits off 
from GR. 
Set J, = (0.. (L, [ L,) ..e) [ Lj and suppose we have constructed an exact sequence 
A;++G;eJ, with A; b 1 a e ian and Gj poly-Z. Apply the above construction to 
Jic 1 =JLb+, to construct Ai+ ++Gj+ pJj+ I exact with A;+ 1 abelian, Gj+ 1 
poly-Z and the following diagram exact. 
A;- G;- J; 
M 2reover A; is centralized by Lj+ I and G; is a complement in G, + ]. 
Let G = li& Gj and A = Uy_, Ai 5 G. Then A is an abelian normal subgroup of 
G, the group G is locally poly-Z and G/A is isomorphic to l$ Jj z H, Since each 
G, is soluble and splits off from G, + l, the group G is residually soluble. If a E A, 
then ac A, for some i and then C,!(a) contains (r, : j< i). This latter has finite 
index j Jj j in FI, so A I 4(G) as required. 
3.3. Let p be a prime and let Pj be a Siylow p-subgroup of the symmetric group on 
pj symbols. Let H be the direct product of the Pj for j = 1,2, . . . . Then H satisfies 
(*) of 3.2 with each L; a finite elementary abelian p-group. Also Pj is soluble of 
derived length j, so H is hyperabdian but not soluble. These facts follow from [2, 
III. 15.31. 
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3.4. Let y be a prime and f’or i = 1,2, . . . let C; be a cyclic group of order p. Set 
The wreath product heIre is the permutational wreath product with each Ci acting 
regularly. Then again I;I satisfies (*) of 3.2 with each Li a finite elementary abelian 
,p-group. Clearly H is Locally nilpotent and hence trivially is radical. (It is even a 
cCiruenberg group, see 115, p. 11.) But fir has no non-trivial finitely generated sub- 
normal subgroups by z result of P. Hall [S, 6.231; so H is not hyperabelian. 
35 Let pl, pz, . . . be an infiniie sequence of distinct primes. For each i let Ci be 
3 cyclic group of order pi. VVith the standard wreath product set 
Here H satisfies (I*) WC? that for each i the group Li is a finite elementary abelian 
PI-group. Trivially H i:l locally soluble, but now the Hirsch-Plotkin radical of H 
is trivial, so H is not a radical group. This follows from the elementary fact that 
the Fitting subgroup of C&I where C is a cyclic p-group and J is a finite @-group 
is exactly the base group. 
Clearly the direct ,xoduct of groups satisfying the hypotheses of 3.1 also satisfies 
the hypotheses ot‘ 3.1. ? hus putting together all the results so far of this section we 
obtain the following, off which Theorem 3 is an immediate consequence. 
3.6. Theorem. Let p be zero or a prime. Then there exists a division ring D of 
chmacteristic p that is iwa@ ,finite rJirnensional over its ccntre, and a torsion-&free 
.uul’7group G = G, x G, x G3 oJ’ D* such that 
(a) G1 is hyperahelian but not soluble. 
(b) G2 is radical but not hyperabelian. 
(c) G3 is iocaO_v soluble but not radical. 
3 7. Let G be any non-trivial’ subgroup of D* and let 
G,, = ((g,,) E Tr(n, ID): each g/i E G > . 
Thaw Tr , (n, Ll) lies in C;i . 1j.G’ is h_vpo-abeliun of derived kngth y, then G,, is hype- 
uMia~1 of derived iengt h y- [ -- log, n]. 
Proof. Pick g E G\( 1) ;ind II E LX If i>j, then G,‘, contains 
[L+(I:- Ue,, l,,+ae,J= l,,+a(l -g)qj 
N twr~ the CT,, are the star dard /matrix units. Since D( 1 -g) = D the first part Follows. 
It‘ G i\ hype-abeliar. of derib,r:d length 1’ a simple transfinite induction yields that 
c;’ ’ !! - rl (n, D) and the second part also follows. 
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3.6 and 3.7 together show that there exists a division ring D, locally finite dimen- 
sional over its centre, and a locally soluble subgroup G of GL(n, 11) of derived 
length exactiy o - (-log, n]. With a little more work we can go one better. 
3.8. Let p be zero OF a prime and n a positive integer. Then there exists a division 
ting D of characteristic p that is locally finite dimensional uvet its zwtte and a 
hypetabelian subgroup G of GL(n, D) of derived length exactly cc) + 1 - [ -log2 n]. 
Moreover G/u(G) is torsion-free. 
The point of the final sentence of the statement of 3.8 is that the proof of 1.2 
shows that if G is a locally soluble subgroup of GL(n, D) with (G/u(G))(“) torsion- 
free, then G has derived length at most co + 1 - I-- log2 n]. 
Proof. Suppose K= J [ L is a finite group, where L =(I) x k, is abelian and I is 
central in K and assume we have constructed an exact sequenc:e A,)+++J with 
AJ abelian and GJ poly-H. Then J as a transversal of L to k’ determines via the 
Kalu&nin-Krasner Theorem an embedding q of K into Lj J= LtJ)] J such that q IJ 
is the identity and 1~ = (I, I, . . . , l); the latter since I is central in K. 
Pick a free abelian presentation B* E -L of L of finite rank such that 
E=(e)xE,, where e-1 and El -dLI. Then 
BfJ’ x A, )-, EtJ' ] GJ -LtJ) ] J 
is exact. Let GK be the full inverse image of Kq in EfJ’ J GJ and set A,; = BtJ) x d4J. 
Then AK ++GK -nK is exact with AK abelian. Let g = (e, e, . . . , e) E Et? Then g maps 
iv so g E GK. Clearly g is central in EtJ)] GJ and so g is i:entral in G6.. Also (g) is 
a direct factor of I?), so G,/(g) and GK are poly-Z. 
Now let q be any prime. For i = 1,2, . . . let Kj = Jj [ Lj be a finite g-group such 
that Li is abelian of exponent q and contains a non-trivial central elehnent 1; of K; 
lying in Ki +‘) For example Ki could be a Sylow q-subgroup of Sym(q’). Set . 
H= /(lil;‘,: i= 1,2, . ..> 
&:nd denote the image of I, in H by h. It is easy to see that H is a hypercentral 
q-group with H I= cyclic of order q. 
By the above for each i there exists an exact sequence AiwGi-*kFi with Ai 
abelian and a central element g; of G; of infinite order mapping onto 1; such that 
G,/(gi) is poly-Z. Let 
G= /(gig;:,: i= 1,2, . ..> 
and let A denote the image of XA, and g the image of gI in G. Since 
G/(g) s E Gi/Cgi), 
r-l 
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the group G is locally poly-L. Clearly ,4 )-, G -+I is exact. By 3.1 there exists a 
division ring D of char xteristic p that is locally finite dimensional over its centre, 
such that G is isomorrlhic to a subgroup of D*. Also G(“) =(g) so G has derived 
length o + 1. Then the group G, of 3.7 has derived Prlgth o+ 1 - [-log2 n]. 
Clearly G, is hyperabe ian, so the proof if complete. 
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